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Abstract 
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Seoul National University 

 

 

This study presents a new methodology for optimizing a full-field development 

plan using areal segmentation and stochastic sequential optimization. Previous 

works related to field development optimization have required a huge number 

of simulation runs to optimize well locations, and some of works with 

sequential optimization have shown unreliable results on the first step 

optimization. 

The author introduced both areal segmentation and stochastic 

sequential optimization, and integrated them with a standard genetic algorithm. 

Areal segmentation utilizes the well locations defined before the optimization, 

and enhances the optimization efficiency by reducing number of required 

simulation runs while optimizing locations of individual wells. Stochastic 
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sequential optimization helps to have higher credibility on the result of the first 

step optimization by incorporating Monte-Carlo simulation with the variables 

of the second step optimization. 

The applicability of the methodology is verified by successfully 

optimizing full field development plan of a gas condensate field in offshore, 

Vietnam. Stochastic sequential optimization helps to make a reliable decision 

for the first step optimization under economic uncertainties, and areal 

segmentation plays a key role to accelerate the optimization procedure by 

reducing the number of simulation runs tremendously. Finally, the optimum 

plan achieves 10% higher cumulative oil recovery and 11-15% higher economic 

value than the base plan. 

The proposed techniques in this study can be applied to optimize not 

only full field development plan but also reservoir management plan, and it 

would be helpful to improve economics of many kinds of oil and gas projects 

under economic and geological uncertainties. 

 

Keywords: stochastic sequential optimization, field development optimization, 

areal segmentation, genetic algorithm, gas condensate, economic uncertainty 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

A final decision for full field development in oil and gas industry is not easily 

made because of uncertainties and huge cost associated with. There are many 

things to consider when designing full field development plan, and geological 

and economic uncertainties make it more complicated. In order to make the 

project most profitable and to minimize the exposures to the uncertainties, a 

large number of optimization studies on full field development planning have 

been carried out. 

Field development optimization is a very expensive task due to the 

large number of reservoir simulation runs. There are a lot of choices associated 

with development planning, including items such as: surface facility, number 

of wells, well placement, drilling sequence, producer to injector ratio, 

production and injection rate limits, completion interval, recompletion timing, 

recompletion target, sidetracking, development order among zones, 

development order among well pads, number of rigs, artificial lifting methods, 

etc. These choices very quickly lead to a huge number of potential development 

designs when they are coupled with geological and economic uncertainties. 

Even with advances in today’s reservoir and facility simulation technologies 

and computer hardware, most investigators adopt a manual or semi-manual 

method of analysis and selection of the design which they assert is optimum 

when faced with such a large number of complex possibilities. Typically tens, 

rather than hundreds of designs are actually fully simulated and investigated. 
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From these results a final design is selected (Litvak and Angert, 2009). 

 

1.1 Motivations of the study 

There is a gas condensate field in offshore, Vietnam, which contains two 

sandstone reservoirs. The field is in initial stage of the production, and Gas 

Sales Agreement (GSA) for the future has been under negotiation assuming full 

field development of the field. Due to the complexity of the reservoirs and the 

likelihood of the huge investment associated with, a sophisticated optimization 

is required for planning development of the field. 

The motivation of this study divides into two necessities: (1) to 

increase reliability of the optimization result, and (2) to reduce required number 

of simulation runs during the optimization so that the optimization can be 

performed with limited computing resources. 

 

1.2 Previous Researches 

Many studies have been performed to optimize field development plan, but 

there are limited number of studies applied to a real field case. A reservoir 

simulation model for a real field usually has huge number of grids, many 

irregular shaped grids caused by faults, many wells to drill, many operational 

constraints, and requires hours to run a simulation. Adding one or two 

optimization variables leads daunting number of additional simulation runs 

during the optimization procedure. Real field optimizations, which have 

various optimization variables such as well locations, well types, drilling 

sequence, completion intervals, well controls, etc., have mostly been performed 
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by Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based optimization. 

Litvak et al. (2007b) optimized a giant oil field in the Caspian Sea with 

GA-based optimization procedure. This study provided a general methodology 

for optimizing a full field development plan with genetic algorithm and a 

guidance for defining optimization variables. Restriction on potential well 

locations, however, required manual controls on the optimization. Onwunalu et 

al. (2008) applied statistical proxy and GA-based optimization to an oil field in 

Gulf of Mexico. Statistical proxy successfully worked as a screen to filter out 

unnecessary simulation runs, but the number of simulation runs to build the 

statistical proxy model was not provided. 

Litvak and Angert (2009) optimized a giant oil field in East Siberia 

with sequential optimization with GA, which achieved 80% higher NPV and 

40% higher oil recovery than the base plan. The huge achievement can be 

regarded as an excellent optimization result, but also be interpreted as the base 

plan was not properly designed. The weakness of sequential optimization is that 

the selected solution from the first optimization can be wrong if the base plan 

is not designed properly. Litvak et al. (2013) coupled sequential procedure with 

GA to optimize field development plan of an oil filed in Gulf of Mexico. This 

study gave an idea for fine-tuning the optimized solution, but it required a 

number of additional simulation runs. 

Angert et al. (2011) applied GA-based optimization procedure to a 

complex deep water Gulf of Mexico field containing five stacked hydrocarbon 

intervals bearing volatile oil and gas condensate. This study gave a good hint 

for utilizing black oil model for optimizing gas condensate field instead of 
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compositional model, however, verification of the black oil model was not 

provided. If the simulation results between black oil model and compositional 

model showed big differences, utilizing black oil model might not be feasible. 

Previous studies have shown that there are many variables to optimize 

while optimizing a full field development plan. A number of variables create 

more uncertainties on the results, require more computing efforts during the 

procedure, and make it difficult to have reliable solution. Proxy modeling can 

be considered as an alternative to reduce computational efforts, but finding 

statistical relationships between the attributes and the objective function values 

also requires a number of pre-run simulation results. In addition, it is not 

guaranteed to find the relationship in case of highly non-linear problems such 

as a gas condensate field with gas recycling operation.  

Sequential optimization, which separates optimization variables into 

multiple stages, has been introduced since optimizing many variables 

simultaneously generates huge number of possible combinations which leads 

daunting number of simulation runs during optimization. Due to the reason, 

sequential optimization is sometimes inevitable. The reliability of the results, 

however, is relatively lower than simultaneous optimization because the 

variables of the second stage optimization are fixed as initially guessed while 

the first stage optimization is performed. The result of the first stage 

optimization can be wrong if the initial guess for the second stage variables are 

made incorrectly. 
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1.3 Objectives of the study 

The main objectives of this study are (1) to develop a new methodology based 

on sequential optimization to achieve reliability of the optimization result and 

(2) to increase efficiency of the procedure by eliminating unnecessary 

simulation runs. Sequential optimization is applied to many field development 

cases due to the complexity of the fields, and the reliability of the result should 

be improved. A large number of simulation runs are required during the 

optimization procedure, and most of them are created by the locations of the 

wells. A new method for setting well placement variables to avoid simulating 

unrealistic combinations of the well locations is necessary. 

Monte-Carlo simulation is coupled with GA to increase credibility of 

the sequential optimization. Monte-Carlo simulation is performed during the 

first stage optimization of the sequential optimization. The optimization 

variables for the second stage optimization vary randomly during the first stage 

optimization, and it prevents wrong decision of the first stage optimization 

possibly caused by improper design of the base plan. 

A new idea for well placement optimization, which is Areal 

Segmentation, is introduced to reduce required number of simulation runs. Well 

pattern and spacing can be optimized instead of each well’s location when the 

reservoir is relatively homogeneous. For the reservoir with high heterogeneity, 

however, well location of each single well should be optimized individually. 

Number of wells and the X-Y dimension of the reservoir model generate huge 

number of possible combination of the well placement. Finding optimum 

locations for the wells is the most challenging task, and sometimes makes the 
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whole optimization process inapplicable. Areal Segmentation helps reducing 

number of possible combination, and makes whole optimization procedure run 

with limited computing resources. 

Developed methodology is applied to a gas condensate field in 

Cuulong basin, offshore Vietnam. The objective of the optimization is to 

maximize the NPV of the project. A black-oil simulation model is mainly used 

to find out the optimized solution (the optimum plan), and the results are 

verified by a compositional simulation model. The optimum plan is compared 

to the base plan, which is the “best” manually derived field development plan. 

Finally, both the optimum plan and the base plan are simulated with several 

history-matched geological models in order to see how the optimum plan 

performs under geological uncertainties. 

The author organizes this dissertation with five chapters. Following 

this introduction, theoretical backgrounds, methodology of the study, results 

and discussions of a real field application and conclusions are described. Other 

related information is included in appendices. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Backgrounds 

 

Chapter 2 demonstrates optimization for full field development. This chapter 

looks into sequential optimization for full field development and genetic 

algorithm, which is widely used for solving optimization problems in oil and 

gas industry. It also points out evolution of optimization methodologies. 

 

2.1 Sequential Optimization for Full Field Development 

Sequential optimization is an alternative of the simultaneous optimization. 

While simultaneous optimization optimizes all variables jointly at a same time, 

sequential optimization separates optimization procedure into multiple stages. 

When there are so many variables to be optimized due to complexity of the 

field, it is required to separate the optimization variables into multiple stages 

because the number of possible combination is too big to be optimized 

simultaneously due to the limitation of the computing resources. 

There is no rule for the number of optimization stages, but two-stage 

sequential optimization is widely used. First, initial guess is made for all the 

variables, then the first stage optimization is performed for the variables of the 

first stage while the variables for the second stage are fixed as initially guessed. 

Therefore, it is very important to make a proper initial guesses for the variables. 

It may generate a wrong result from the first stage optimization if the initial 

values for the second stage variables are extremely different with the optimum 

values. 

Allocating variables to each stage is totally dependent on the 
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optimization strategy and the target field itself. It has been generally understood 

by many researchers, however, that related variables need to be allocated to the 

same stage. Allocation of the variables is also decided by the optimization 

strategy. For example, it is possible to put some discrete variables into the first 

stage and run full factorial simulation, then perform GA-based optimization for 

remaining variables at the second stage. If the ranges of the variables are 

continuous and wide, GA-based optimization can be applied to both stages. 

GA is widely used for optimizing full field development plan. GA is 

an optimization technique inspired by natural evolution. A population of 

candidate solutions (individuals) to an optimization problem is evolved toward 

better solutions. The first application of GA to optimize a complex problem was 

presented by Holland (1975), and GA is now widely used for optimization in 

oil and gas industry. GA normally takes relatively long time to get the optimized 

solution, but it is known that it can be applied to highly non-linear problems 

and has low possibility to fail to find out the optimized solution. 

The evolution process of GA consists in the submission of a collection 

of individuals to an evolutionary process that occurs in cycles. Each 

evolutionary cycle is called a generation and includes evaluation, selection, 

crossover and mutation (Emerick et. al., 2009). Initial population is usually 

generated randomly, and the value of the objective function of every individual 

is evaluated. Then, the more fit individuals are stochastically selected from the 

current population. There are several stochastic selection methods, but the 

roulette wheel method is widely used. The fitness is calculated as Eq. 2.1 in 

case of maximizing net present value (NPV), which is objective function value 
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of this study. 

                   Fitness Fn(xk) =  
NPV(xk)

∑ NPV(xi)n
i=1

          (2.1) 

where, n is number of individuals in the population and xk is kth individual in 

the population. 

The fitness is calculated higher when the individual has higher NPV. 

The fitness means probability for the individual to participate in evolution 

process to make next generation, and stands for each slice in the roulette wheel. 

Genomes of the selected individuals are modified by crossover and 

mutation. The crossover combines genes from two individuals to generate a 

new individual. In this study, one-point crossover is applied. A single crossover 

point on both parents' genomes is selected. All data beyond that point in either 

genome is swapped between the two parent genomes. The mutation is applied 

to selected individuals separately by following pre-defined mutation ratio. The 

mutation inserts new genetic information into the population, which helps to 

avoid falling in local optimum. 

After several generations of evolution, the population will have 

individuals with better fitness than the ones of the first generation. The stop 

condition for the cycling can be a maximum number of generations or a goal 

for objective function value. 

 

2.2 Evolution of Optimization Methodology 

Field development optimization is divided into two sub-problems, which are 

short-term and long-term optimization problems. The short-term problems 
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include optimization of well rates, gas-lift, well connections to surface pipeline 

network, etc. (Litvak et al., 2002; Wang and Litvak, 2004). The long-term 

problems incorporate optimization of well locations, number of producers and 

injectors, drilling sequence, injection and production rates, injection strategies, 

completion intervals, etc. Economic modeling for short-term field development 

optimization is not usually required, but it is very important for long-term field 

development optimization problems for improving project economic indicators 

along with oil and gas recovery and evaluating economic risks of field 

development decisions (Litvak et al., 2011). 

The well control problems such as time-varying well rate or 

bottomhole pressure settings involve short-term optimization over continuous 

variables and have been addressed using both gradient-based methods 

(Brouwer and Jansen, 2004; Chen et al., 2012; Sarma et al., 2006; Van Essen et 

al., 2011) and derivative-free procedures (Chen et al., 2009; Echeverria Ciaurri 

et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2013). 

Many studies have been performed to solve long-term optimization 

problems, and well placement optimization is one of the most challenging 

problems due to the large number of decision variables involved and the 

nonlinearity of the reservoir response as well as of the well placement 

constraints. Over the years, a lot of researches have been conducted on this 

problem, most of which using optimization routines coupled to reservoir 

simulation and economic models (Emerick et al., 2009). Simulated Annealing 

algorithm has been applied to optimize the location and drilling schedule 

(Beckner and Song, 1995), and proxy modeling such as Least Squares and 
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Kriging has been tried to reservoir simulation for optimization problems 

including well placement (Pan and Horne, 1998). Local optimization methods 

such as Bound Optimization BY Quadratic Approximation (BOBYQA) 

(Forouzanfar and Reynolds, 2013b) and gradient-based methods (Sarma and 

Chen, 2008) have also been applied for well placement optimization. However, 

there are some issues, such as possible discontinuities in the objective function 

and nonlinearities in well placement constraints, which make the application of 

gradient-based methods very difficult, especially to problems with arbitrary 

well trajectory in complex model grids. Bangerth et al. (2006) provided a 

comparison of some of the algorithms used for well placement optimization. 

Many investigators have used stochastic optimization algorithms. GA 

(Bittencourt and Horne, 1997; Guyaguler et al., 2002; Yeten, 2003; Artus et al., 

2006; Ozdogan and Horne, 2006; Tupac et al., 2007; Emerick et al., 2009) and 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Onwunalu and Durlofsky, 2010) have 

been applied for well placement optimization. Stochastic optimization 

algorithms require a large number of function evaluations. Each function 

evaluation requires performing a simulation run and then computing objective 

function values using the resulting production profiles. For large reservoir 

model, the simulation CPU requirements can be very high (Onwunalu et al., 

2008). 

In order to reduce the number of possible combination of development 

designs, sequential optimization has been introduced to optimize full field 

development plan. For example, well locations are determined first with an 

assumed well control strategy, and well controls are optimized second. 
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Sequential optimization certainly reduces number of required simulation runs 

during optimization, however, it sometimes leads wrong decision of the first 

step optimization when the assumptions for the variables in second step 

optimization are made incorrectly. This yields sub-optimal solutions compared 

to simultaneous optimization (Bellout et al., 2012; Forouzanfar and Reynolds, 

2013a; Li et al., 2013; Isebor et al., 2014a; Shirangi and Durlofsky, 2015). 

A very general field development optimization procedure based on GA 

and other optimization tools has been proposed and successfully applied for 

giant oil fields (Litvak et al., 2007a, b). These studies have introduced pre-

processing methods to reduce simulation runs required in the GA-based 

optimization process. Applying field development rules or constraints such as 

minimum distance between wells, minimum distance between completion 

interval and gas-oil or oil-water contacts, minimum porosity, minimum 

permeability and/or minimum initial oil saturation criteria has been very helpful 

to reduce the number of simulation runs. 

In order to capture geological uncertainties, multiple reservoir models 

have been used for the field development optimization. Rather than using a 

single “manually” history matched model, which is typical, an ensemble of 

history matched models has been generated before a field development 

optimization study is initiated. In addition, some studies have assigned 

probabilities to the selected models. Bayesian ensemble appraising procedures 

(Sambridge, 1999a; Sambridge, 1999b; Christie et al., 2002; Litvak et al., 2005) 

can be applied for the definition of model probabilities if field production data 

are available for model calibration. Incorporation of multiple realizations of the 
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reservoir model in the optimization procedure to account for geological 

uncertainty, however, further increases the computational expenses because 

each field development scenario must be simulated for all reservoir models. 

One way to reduce the computational requirement is to perform the simulations 

in parallel on a computer network. This accelerates the overall procedure 

relative to performing the simulation serially, but it does not reduce the 

computational expenses.  

Proxies, also called surrogate models or response surface models 

(RSM), can be applied to reduce the number of function evaluations required 

in the optimization procedure. An ideal proxy provides an accurate 

approximation of the objective function but requires much less computational 

effort than the full simulation. Proxies replace the computationally intensive 

objective function evaluations in some iterations of the optimization procedure 

(Onwunalu et al., 2008). Yeten (2003) and Guyaguler and Horne (2004) used 

artificial neural networks and kriging as statistical proxies in well placement 

optimization problems. Doren et al. (2006), Cardoso and Durlofsky (2010) and 

He and Durlofsky (2014) applied reduced-order modeling procedures based on 

proper orthogonal decomposition for well control optimization. Examples of 

proxy applications include least squares (Pan and Horne, 1998), kriging (Pan 

and Horne, 1998; Guyaguler et al., 2002), neural networks (Tupac et al., 2007) 

and statistical proxies (Artus et al., 2006). Yeten et al. (2005) provided a 

comparison of different experimental design methods and response surface 

methodologies.  

Statistical proxy procedure has been coupled with GA-based 
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optimization to select development scenarios to be simulated (Onwunalu, et al., 

2008; Litvak and Angert, 2009; Litvak et al., 2011). Artus et al. (2006) 

presented a procedure for selecting scenarios for simulation, which combined 

uncertainty in the proxy estimates with geological uncertainty. The proxy was 

built by statistical relationships between the attributes and the objective 

function values obtained from a set of pre-run simulation results. Then, each 

development scenario was evaluated by the proxy, and only the one which gave 

higher objective value than threshold was passed to GA-based optimization 

procedure. This way reduced 45% of required simulation runs in real field case 

(Onwunalu et al., 2008). 

Recently coupling global exploration and local convergence has been 

applied to find the optimum solution for the field development plan. Isebor et 

al. (2014a, b) developed a formulation based on a hybrid of PSO, a global 

optimization algorithm, and Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS), a local 

pattern search method, and demonstrated that the PSO-MADS procedure 

outperformed both standalone MADS and standalone PSO. PSO is a stochastic 

global search algorithm that was originally developed by Eberhart and Kennedy 

(1995) and first applied for oil well location optimization by Onwunalu and 

Durlofsky (2010). MADS, developed by Audet and Dennis (2006), is a 

gradient-free, local optimization technique that can be classified as a pattern 

search algorithm. This PSO-MADS procedure can simultaneously optimize the 

number and type of new wells and the drilling sequence, in addition to well 

locations and controls. It has recently been extended for bi-objective 
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optimization (Isebor and Durlofsky, 2014). 

Reduced-physics models have also been used for optimization. 

Examples include the use of streamline procedures for well control 

optimization in waterflood (Wen et al., 2014) and the use of simplified 

simulation models for optimizing horizontal wells and hydraulic fractures in 

shale gas production (Wilson and Durlofsky, 2013). Upscaled models have 

additionally been applied within optimization frameworks. Abukhamsin (2009) 

performed well placement optimization using coarse-scale models and found 

that the optimal locations differed from those using fine models. Krogstad et al. 

(2014) applied global transmissibility upscaling to generate coarse models for 

gradient-based well control optimization, and a high level of solution accuracy 

and clear computational benefits were reported. Aliyev and Durlofsky (2015) 

have performed optimization over a sequence of upscaled models for use in 

combined well placement and control problems. 

Emerick et al. (2009) optimized well placement using GA, and 

compared two different optimizations, the first one using the well placement 

scenario proposed by the engineer in the initial population of the GA, and the 

second one starting the whole population randomly. Both optimizations 

achieved higher NPV than the cases proposed by the engineer, but the first one 

achieved higher value than second one. The result can be understood as an 

“improved engineer’s proposed case” because it resembles the engineer’s 

suggested base plan in terms of well locations. 

Several field-scale optimization researches have been presented. 

Litvak et al. (2007b) optimized a giant oil field in the Caspian Sea with GA-
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based optimization procedure. Locations of 23 new wells, their drilling 

schedule, producer/injector ratio, water injection timing, water injection rates 

and locations of sidetrack wells were optimized to maximize the project Net 

Present Value (NPV). In order to reduce required simulation runs, potential well 

locations were restricted to geologically defined areas. Certain field 

development rules, such as minimum distance between wells, minimum 

distance from faults, minimum initial oil saturation, minimum 

porosity/permeability, etc., were applied to restrict potential well locations, then 

final 1,200 potential well locations were considered for drilling. More than 

8,000 field development scenarios were simulated during the optimization 

procedure, and the optimum plan achieved 37% higher NPV and 12% higher 

oil recovery than the base plan. 

Onwunalu et al. (2008) applied statistical proxy and GA-based 

optimization to an oil field in Gulf of Mexico. The reservoir model has more 

than 500,000 grids, and it takes approximately 1 hour to be simulated to predict 

for 15 years. Locations of two infill wells, well types and their drilling schedule 

were optimized to maximize project NPV. Field development constraints such 

as distance between wells, minimum water saturation and minimum 

permeability were considered. Statistical proxy model was built first with pre-

run simulation results, then GA generated possible development scenarios. The 

scenarios were evaluated by the proxy model before simulated, and the 

scenarios which were evaluated to have higher expected NPV than threshold 

were simulated. This was an iterative method, and the optimized scenario was 

obtained after total 800 simulation runs were performed. They optimized the 
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same problem with GA-based optimization procedure for the comparison 

purpose, and concluded that statistical proxy could reduce 45% of required 

simulation runs. 

Litvak and Angert (2009) optimized a giant oil field in East Siberia, 

which was initially presented and optimized by Volz et al. (2008). The size of 

the field was greater than 2,000km2, and it had 8 zones to be developed 

separately. There were 6 history matched reservoir models with approximately 

275,000 active cells per each, and each simulation took 2.5 hours to be run. Due 

to large number of wells, well patterns and well spacing were optimized rather 

than each well’s location. The optimization variables were 3 well pattern 

options, 5 well spacing options, 5 well length options, 3 artificial lift methods, 

2 number of drilling rig options, development order of 5 zones and drilling pad 

order of 16 well pads in a zone. Sequential optimization was applied due to 

huge number of optimization variables and complexity of the field. First, all 

possible combinations of the development scenario except development order 

of 5 zones and drilling pad order of 16 well pads were simulated, and screened 

out the cases which gave less oil recovery or less NPV than the base plan. 

Second, the schedules for zone and pad development were optimized using GA-

based optimization procedure. In total, 13,800 simulation runs were required, 

and it took 7 days by utilizing 200 CPUs in parallel. The optimum plan achieved 

80% higher NPV and 40% higher oil recovery than the base plan. 

Angert et al. (2011) applied GA-based optimization procedure to a 

complex deep water Gulf of Mexico field containing five stacked hydrocarbon 

intervals bearing volatile oil and gas condensate. Both black oil and 
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compositional simulation models were developed for the study. The reservoir 

models had approximately 70,000 active cells per each, and it took 15 min and 

1.5 hours to be simulated with the black oil model and the compositional model 

respectively. Locations of 9 wells, their drilling schedule, initial completion 

intervals and up-hole recompletion intervals were optimized to maximize 

project NPV. Approximately 20,000 black oil simulation runs were required to 

find out the optimized scenario, and top 100 development scenarios were re-

simulated with the compositional model for final decision. The optimum plan 

achieved 9.5% higher hydrocarbon recovery and 10.5% higher NPV. 

Litvak et al. (2013) coupled sequential procedure with GA to optimize 

field development plan of an oil filed in Gulf of Mexico. Number of wells, 

locations of the wells, completion intervals, targets for sidetracking and 

recompletion and sidetracking triggers were firstly optimized by GA-based 

optimization procedure with one history matched reservoir model. Then, 

sequential procedure was applied to the best development scenario found by 

GA-based optimization to find better solution by changing well locations and 

completion intervals one by one. Total 8,277 simulation runs were required to 

find the best case by GA, and it achieved 28% higher NPV and 19% higher oil 

recovery than the base plan. The sequential procedure additionally ran 1,518 

simulations, and could find better result, which gave 7% higher NPV and 3% 

higher oil recovery than the best case from GA. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

 

In this study, Monte-Carlo simulation and GA are applied to gas condensate 

field development optimization, and four CPU cores are utilized for reservoir 

simulation. In case of gas condensate field development, especially 

contractually bound with gas sales agreement (GSA), maintaining gas plateau 

is as important as amount of condensate (oil) recovery. Our goal in this study is 

to maximize the financial profit from optimized development plan which is 

given by the combination of gas sales plateau, oil recovery and investment 

schedule. 

The workflow in this study consists of three parts: (1) model 

construction, (2) gas recycling scheme selection using Monte-Carlo simulation, 

and (3) full field development optimization using GA. Figure 3.1 shows the 

workflow in detail. Considering complexity of the problem and limited 

computing resources, stochastic sequential optimization is applied. Gas 

recycling scheme is selected at the first step, then GA-based optimization is 

performed for the selected gas recycling scheme. 

In order to define the base plan, both black-oil and compositional 

reservoir simulation models are necessary. With historical data from the field, 

history matching is performed. In this study, assisted history matching is 

conducted to get several geological models. Then, the base plan is defined. The 

base plan is the best manually derived field development plan, which 

collaborates inputs from multi-discipline expert groups. Defined base plan is 

simulated with both black-oil model and compositional model, and the results 
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are compared to verify whether the black-oil model can be used instead of 

compositional model.  

Economic model is built to calculate project NPV and to run Monte-

Carlo simulation. Economic uncertainties and their distribution functions 

should be defined first, and the economic model should have Monte-Carlo 

simulation function in it so that it can evaluate uncertainties and generate NPV 

distribution.  The model should be coupled with the simulator so that it can 

calculate NPV automatically once a simulation result comes out. 

Then, a gas recycling scheme is selected by Monte-Carlo simulation 

under given gas sales schedule to be delivered to the market. Gas recycling 

scheme means how much gas will be produced and how much of it will be 

injected under fixed gas sales scenario. First, gas recycling schemes are defined 

with several combinations of gas production and injection amount. Unlike the 

previous sequential optimization studies, all optimization variables for next step 

optimization are defined and used for Monte-Carlo simulation. This prevents 

possible wrong selection of the first step optimization solution. A number of 

reservoir simulations for each gas recycling scheme are run, and the economic 

model conducts Monte-Carlo simulation with the reservoir simulation results 

and generates NPV distribution for each scheme with economic variables. With 

the result, the gas recycling scheme is selected for further optimization. 

Finally, GA-based optimization procedure is applied to the selected 

gas recycling scheme. With the optimization variables defined at previous step, 

initial population is generated randomly, and GA is applied to find out the 

optimum development design. The obtained optimum plan is then simulated 
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with compositional model for verification purposes, and both the base plan and 

the optimum plan are simulated with multiple history-matched geological 

models in order to verify the applicability of the optimum plan under geological 

uncertainties. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Workflow of the proposed methodology 

(The workflow in this study consists of three parts: (1) model construction, (2) 

gas recycling scheme selection using Monte-Carlo simulation, and (3) full 

field development optimization using GA.) 
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3.1 Model Construction 

Since the reservoir temperature lies between the critical point and 

cricondentherm, gas condensate systems have complicated fluid flow and 

thermodynamic processes. Gas condensate fluids may form considerable liquid 

phase amounts at reservoir conditions as the pressure drops during the 

production phase (Ahmed et al., 1998), and as the pressure in the near-wellbore 

region drops below the dew point, the condensate forms a ring around the 

wellbore and reduces the gas deliverability (Deng et. al., 2013). This 

phenomenon is called condensate banking, and lean or dry gas reinjection is 

widely used to mitigate gas productivity drop and to maximize condensate 

recovery. 

Compositional simulation models are required to predict behaviors of 

gas condensate systems because the composition of reservoir fluids changes as 

reservoir pressure changes. In spite of the advances in both computer hardware 

and software technologies, however, it is still challenging to use compositional 

simulation model in full field development optimization process because each 

simulation run takes much longer than black oil model. 

There have been many studies for using black oil model instead of 

compositional model in gas condensate reservoirs. Fevang et al. (2000) 

proposed guidelines for choosing compositional and black oil models for 

volatile oil and gas condensate reservoirs, and it concluded that a black oil 

model can be used in lean to medium-rich gas condensate reservoirs undergoing 

cycling above the dew point for gas condensate fluids. El-Bambi et al. (2000) 

developed a modified black oil model for a near-critical rich gas condensate 
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reservoir which showed agreeable results with compositional model for the 

entire simulation above and below the dew point pressure. Angert et al. (2011) 

used both black oil and compositional models to optimize field development 

plan of a complex field with stacked reservoirs of volatile oil and rich gas 

condensate. In order to maximize the optimization efficiency and accuracy, a 

black oil model was used to run 20,000 cases and selected top 100 cases were 

re-run by compositional model. 

 

Defining the Base Plan 

In this study, a universal Peng Robinson (Peng and Robinson, 1976) equation 

of state (EOS) is constructed to match all fluids in the reservoir, and used for 

building a compositional simulation model. This EOS is also used to generate 

a black oil fluid property characterization of the fluids. It is known that black-

oil model and compositional model simulate the behavior of the reservoir 

similarly while reservoir pressure is higher than dew point pressure. Since 

optimization procedure requires many simulation runs, a black-oil model is 

preferred to be used because of its shorter simulation time than compositional 

model.  

It is expected that the reservoir pressure of the target field in the study 

remains higher than the dew point pressure for a long time because the initial 

pressure is much higher than the dew point pressure and gas recycling is also 

scheduled. In order to take into consideration condensate banking near wellbore, 

in addition, generalized pseudo pressure (GPP) calculation is applied to the 
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black-oil model (Whitson and Fevang, 1997). 

Assisted history matching is performed with the black-oil model 

(Jeong et. al., 2013). Figure 3.2 shows the flow diagram of the assisted history 

matching carried out in this study. The objective function for the history 

matching is defined, and sensitivity analysis is performed to select history 

matching parameters. GA is applied to get optimized history matching results, 

and several history-matched models are obtained. 

After achieving robust matches on historical data of the field from 

history matching process, the base plan is defined by collaboration of geologists, 

geophysicists, reservoir engineers, drilling engineers, etc. The base plan defines 

future development plan including number of producers, number of injectors, 

locations of the wells, drilling schedule, completion intervals, production rates, 

injection rates, etc.  

Then, the simulation results of the base plan for both compositional 

and black-oil models are compared. In order to use a black-oil model for gas 

condensate field optimization, it is required to verify its results with those of 

compositional model before and after the optimization. 

 

Building Economic Model 

The objective of the optimization is not only maximizing the expected recovery 

of hydrocarbons, but also maximizing financial profits from production of their 

hydrocarbon accumulation. In order to maximize financial profits, economic 

assumptions such as gas and oil prices should be made before optimization. 

When the assumptions need to be changed under volatile commodity price 
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environment, it is required to duplicate whole optimization procedure. In order 

to avoid duplication of the study, the economic model should be equipped with 

Monte-Carlo simulation, which generates NPV distribution of each simulation 

result providing uncertainty analysis for oil and gas prices. 

Discounted cash flow (DCF) model is widely used for economic analysis 

in oil and gas industry. It calculates NPV of the project by adding up annual 

cash flow after discounting it by predefined discount rate. Discounted annual 

cash flow is calculated by Eq. 3.1, and project NPV is calculated by Eq. 3.2. 

 

             PV = NCF
(1 + R)n⁄           (3.1) 

where PV is present value, NCF is net cash flow, R is discount rate and n 

is annual time steps from present year. 

 

             NPV = ∑ NCF
(1 + R)n⁄N

n=0   (3.2) 

where N is total years of project life.  

Figure 3.3 shows the economic model used in this study. 10% of 

discount rate is applied. Reservoir simulation result gives oil production, gas 

production, gas sales and number of wells drilled to the model. Annual revenue 

is calculated by multiplying oil and gas price to oil production and gas sales 

amount. Oil price since year 12 is set to zero when the oil license ends. OPEX 

is calculated by multiplying gas production amount to unit operation cost, and 

ABEX (abandonment cost) is allocated annually by multiplying total 

abandonment cost to annual production over total recoverable amount of oil 
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and gas in project life. CAPEX for facility construction is given from the result 

of engineering study, and it varies by gas recycling scheme. 

The objective of the optimization is to maximize NPV, and it is very 

sensitive to gas and oil price assumption. In order to assess the economic 

uncertainties, each simulation result is incorporated with probability 

distribution functions (PDFs) of gas and oil prices when it is put into economic 

model, and Monte-Carlo simulation is conducted. The PDFs of the prices can 

be set any such as normal distribution, triangular distribution, uniform 

distribution or custom distribution. In this study, gas price varies from $2 to 

$5/mmbtu and oil price varies from $40 to $80/bbl with triangular distributions 

as shown in Figure 3.4. Once simulation results are updated to the economic 

model, a hundred gas and oil price decks are generated and the model calculates 

NPVs so that it can create NPV distribution. P90, P50 and P10 of the 

distribution are used in this study. 
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Figure 3.2 Flow diagram of the assisted history matching 

(The objective function for the history matching is defined, and sensitivity 

analysis is performed to select history matching parameters. GA is applied to 

get optimized history matching results, and several history-matched models 

are obtained.) 
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Figure 3.3 Economic model with Monte-Carlo simulation function 
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Figure 3.4 Gas and oil price distribution functions and generated price 

decks: (left hand side) Gas and (right hand side) Oil 

(Gas price varies from $2 to $5/mmbtu and oil price varies from $40 to 

$80/bbl with triangular distributions.) 
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3.2 Gas Recycling Scheme Selection 

Considering capacities of topside facilities in the market, discrete sets of 

capacity are recommended to be used. Maximum gas handling capacity and 

step-down size are defined first, then a list of possible combinations of gas 

production and injection design is generated. 

 In order to take into consideration variable reservoir performance by 

changing development design after selecting gas recycling scheme, 

optimization variables for the full field development are set at this step. 

Numbers of producers, number of injectors, locations of the wells, drilling 

schedule, production rates, injection rates and completion intervals are selected 

as variables, and each variable has its own distribution function considering 

development constraints and physical characteristics of the field.  

Considering limited computing resources, Areal Segmentation is 

introduced to reduce the required number of simulation runs during the 

optimization procedure. Areal Segmentation uses the well locations defined in 

the base plan, which is designed by cooperation of multidiscipline experts 

groups, as initial guess. Locations of the wells vary from the initial locations 

set in the base plan. Each well’s location varies inside the segment where it 

belongs to. The shape and size of the segment are decided by its well type, 

productivity or injectivity index, drilling priority set in the base plan and 

geological information such as porosity map, permeability map and faults. 

Searching well locations from their initial positions helps to avoid unlikely 

cases such as drilling too many wells in a small area, which leads to local over-

developing problems. In addition, limiting each well’s location inside the 
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segment tremendously reduces required simulation runs comparing to finding 

each well’s location from whole area, and it makes optimization procedure find 

the solution much faster. 

A stochastic approach is introduced to help the investment decision. A 

hundred simulation data files are randomly generated per each gas recycling 

scheme following defined distribution functions of the optimization variables, 

and each simulation result is sent to the economic model. Then, the economic 

model conducts Monte-Carlo simulation again with a hundred oil and gas price 

decks.  

Each gas recycling scheme has a hundred of NPV distributions 

obtained from simulation runs generated randomly but following distribution 

functions of development variables for full field development optimization. 

This is the first stage optimization of the sequential optimization, and a gas 

recycling scheme is selected to be optimized further in the second stage 

optimization, which is full field development optimization using GA. 

Incorporating optimization variables for the second stage optimization at the 

first stage of the sequential optimization helps avoiding possible wrong 

selection of a gas recycling scheme which can be biased by improper design of 

the base plan. With NPV distributions of the gas recycling schemes, a gas 

recycling scheme is selected considering several things for management 

decision such as size of total investment, investment schedule, oil price, gas 

price, etc. 
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3.3 Optimization of Full Field Development Plan 

Optimization of the full field development plan is performed with GA. The 

objective of the GA-based optimization is to maximize the objective function 

value, which is P50 NPV from the NPV distribution, under selected gas 

recycling scheme from the previous step.  

The size of the initial population is decided first, and the population, 

which is a set of reservoir simulation data files, are generated by random 

selection of the optimization variables. The initial population size is set as fifty 

in this study. Then, the objective function value of each individual is calculated 

with its simulation result by the economic model, and selection process is 

started. 

Roulette wheel method is applied to select parents for generating 

offspring. The fitness of each individual is calculated, and roulette wheel is built. 

The size of offspring per each generation is defined, and parents for generating 

offspring are selected from the roulette wheel. Twenty offspring are generated 

from the population at each generation in this study using one-point crossover 

and 5% of mutation ratio. Generated offspring are simulated, and the objective 

function values are calculated. 

The population for next generation is updated with the generated 

offspring. Individuals from previous population and offspring are selected as 

updated population by order of objective function values while maintaining 

population size, which is fifty in this study. Then, GA generates next generation 

(offspring) with updated population. This is iterative, and in order to avoid long 

stagnation of the objective function, it is programmed to stop the optimization 
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when total number of simulation for optimization reaches 2,000 or incremental 

20% gain in objective function value is achieved. 
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussions 

This chapter covers the results of proposed optimization works on a real gas 

condensate field. A black-oil model for the base plan is defined after performing 

assisted history matching and verified with compositional model. Economic 

model is built to generate a distribution of the project NPV by incorporating 

Monte-Carlo simulation. Monte-Carlo simulation is also used to select gas 

recycling scheme, and GA-based optimization is performed to find the 

optimized solution. 

 

4.1 Description of a Gas Condensate Field 

The proposed workflow is applied to a gas condensate field located in the 

northern part of Cuu Long basin, offshore southern Vietnam. Two gas 

condensate bearing Lower Oligocene reservoirs were discovered in 2003, and 

4 exploratory wells and 6 appraisal and production wells have been drilled up 

to date. Full logging suites, Modular-formation Dynamics Tester (MDT) fluid 

samples, conventional core analysis, special core analysis and more data have 

been collected and used. The upper reservoir (sand A) occurs below ~11,000 ft-

TVDSS and the lower (sand B) occurs below 12,000 ft-TVDSS and extends to 

greater than 15,000 ft-TVDSS. It is estimated that the original gas in place 

(OGIP) is 3.4TCF with 470MMBL of condensate. Figure 4.1 shows the 

geometrical structure of the field, and Figure 4.2 shows gas-water contact of 

the reservoirs. 

The reservoirs are slightly tight and highly heterogeneous. Figure 4.3 

shows permeability distribution of the reservoirs. Structural high part of the 
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reservoir has high permeability which is relatively homogeneous, but flank area 

has low permeability ranging from 0.1 to 0.0001 md with high heterogeneity. 

Permeability ranges from 0.1 to 700 md with average of 3 md and porosity 

ranges mostly from 5% to 14% in pay zones. 

Figure 4.4 shows initial pressure distribution of the reservoirs. The 

highest initial pressure of a hydrocarbon bearing interval is ~8,800 psia. From 

laboratory works on PVT analysis, it is estimated that the condensate yield of 

the main area is about 140 bbl/mmscf and dew point pressure ranges from 4,200 

to 4,800 psia. Phase diagram from MDT sample of the first exploratory well is 

shown in Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.6 shows gas production and sales schedule. The field is 

currently producing and selling gas in domestic market through existing 

pipeline on averaging amount of 50MMCFD, and it is under development of its 

first gas recycling project which produces 150MMCFD and injects 

100MMCFD maintaining 50MMCFD of sales gas targeting start up in year 4. 

This field is currently at the initial stage of GSA discussion, which will ramp 

up gas sales volume to 200MMCFD from year 7 and 300MMCFD from year 9 

to year 16, which is the end of the gas license. Oil license ends 5 years earlier 

than gas license, which is by the end of year 11. Production by full field 

development starts from year 7, and gas recycling scheme is not decided yet. 

Compositional and black-oil simulation models are used in this study. 

Each model has 54 x 95 x 464 grid blocks with 220,000 active cells, and grid 

cell size is 150 x 150 x 5m. Considering high heterogeneity of permeability in 

Z direction, fine grid scale in Z direction is applied. After quality controlling 
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PVT data, EOS with 40 components is used to check EOS predictions of all 

available PVT experiments, and EOS model with 15 components is formulated 

by grouping the components into several pseudo-components considering CPU 

and memory limitation. The model is used for compositional reservoir 

simulation and generating black-oil tables for reservoir simulation. While a 

compositional model takes 36 hours to run a simulation in this study, black-oil 

model takes less than 2 hours. The final component lumping of 15-pseudo-

component EOS model, its prediction with PVT experiments, its component 

parameters and compositions for each reservoir segment are given in Appendix 

A. 

Assisted history matching is performed, and it helps shortlisting 24 

models with high quality of matching. The best-matching model is used for 

defining the base plan, and remaining 23 models are also used in this study to 

see how the optimum plan performs under geological uncertainties. Details of 

the history matching is described in Appendix B. 

The base plan has total 34 wells with 23 producers and 11 injectors as 

candidate wells to maintain total gas production and injection rates, which are 

dependent to gas recycling scheme to be decided in next step. The base plan 

has been developed and updated for a long time by collaboration of multi-

discipline experts groups, and was approved by governmental authority. First, 

the number of producers is assumed and they are placed spacing evenly. After 

running reservoir simulation, the number of wells is adjusted to maintain the 

planned target plateau of the production. The producers are placed first 

considering well spacing, faults and reservoir properties such as gas saturation, 
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porosity and permeability. Then, locations for injectors are selected by z-

direction summation of conductivity, which is multiplication of permeability, 

cell height and net-to-gross ratio. These locations are selected to cover whole 

reservoir area. Figure 4.7 shows well locations of the base plan. 

In order to select wells to be drilled and also to decide drilling 

sequence, drilling priorities for all candidate wells are set considering 

productivity, injectivity, gas saturation, etc. Wells are drilled following drilling 

priorities when existing wells cannot maintain the plateau of the selected gas 

recycling scheme. Since there are two existing producers to be converted to 

injectors in year 4, it is expected that only a few more injectors would be drilled 

to meet the injection target while most of the producers would be drilled 

eventually to maintain the production plateau.  

In addition to well locations and drilling sequence, each well’s 

perforation intervals, production rate and injection rate are also determined by 

multi-disciplinary cooperation. This base plan is simulated by both black-oil 

and compositional model. Figure 4.8 is the simulation result of the base plan 

with selected gas recycling scheme, and it shows that black-oil model performs 

very similarly with compositional model in terms of bottomhole pressure, 

production rates of gas and oil and their cumulative amounts. Simulation results 

in this paper include historical data, therefore, initial two and half years show 

instable oil and gas rates by operational reasons. More detail comparison 

between black-oil and compositional models are described in Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.1 Geometrical structure of the research field 

(The upper reservoir occurs below ~11,000 ft-TVDSS and the lower occurs 

below 12,000 ft-TVDSS and extends to greater than 15,000 ft-TVDSS) 
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Figure 4.2 Gas-water contacts (GWC) of the reservoirs 

(GWCs of sand A & B are estimated as 12,700 ft-ss and 15,650 ft-ss 

respectively) 
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Figure 4.3 Permeability distribution of the reservoirs 

(Structural high part of the reservoir has high permeability which is relatively 

homogeneous, but flank area has low permeability ranging from 0.1 to 0.0001 

md with high heterogeneity.) 
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Figure 4.4 Initial reservoir pressure 

(The highest initial pressure of a hydrocarbon bearing interval is ~8,800 psia) 
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Figure 4.5 Phase diagram from MDT sample of the first exploratory well 

(Dew point pressure is estimated as 4,800 psia, which is far below from the 

initial reservoir pressure.) 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Gas production and sales schedule 

(Gas production since year 7 is not decided while gas sales schedule is fixed 

as 200MMCFD from year 7 to 9 and 300MMCFD from year 9 to year 16.) 
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Figure 4.7 Potential well locations of the base plan 

(23 producers and 11 injectors are placed to maintain plateau of gas 

production and injection considering productivity, injectivity, well spacing 

and reservoir properties.) 
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Figure 4.8 Simulation results of the base plan run by black-oil model and 

compositional model 

(Black-oil model performs similarly with compositional model in terms of gas 

production, oil production and reservoir pressure.)  
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4.2 Optimization of Gas Recycling Scheme 

Nine possible gas recycling schemes are created as shown in Table 4.1. Gas 

production target varies case by case while gas sales amount is fixed as defined 

by GSA. Maximum gas production is limited to 500MMCFD considering the 

topside capacity, and the remaining gas after sales is planned to be injected. 

Design variables for full field development are summarized in Table 

4.2, and detail settings on each variable are described in Table 4.3 to Table 4.8. 

Total 23 producers and 11 injectors are put into drilling candidate pool, and 

wells are to be drilled sequentially when production and/or injection target 

cannot be maintained. Drilling sequence of the wells is defined by drilling 

priority in Table 4.3. Areal segmentation is applied to set variables for possible 

well locations as shown in Figure 4.9. Red rectangular is the segment. Design 

variables in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 describe grid steps of producers and 

injectors in I and J direction following their red rectangulars in Figure 4.9. Each 

well’s location varies in the segment it belongs to. Completion intervals for 13 

wells which pass both sand A and B in the base plan are set as design variables 

too as described in Table 4.6. Finally, Table 4.7 and 4.8 summarize initial 

injection target rates and production rate limits as design variables for injectors 

and producers respectively. 

A hundred simulation data files per each gas recycling scheme are 

generated by changing design variables randomly in Table 4.3 to Table 4.8 

following their distribution functions, and each simulation result is put into the 

economic model for Monte-Carlo simulation. As a result, each gas recycling 

scheme has 100 NPV distributions. This is applied to all 9 gas recycling 
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schemes defined in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.9 is the summary of the results. The results are normalized to 

case #1, which does not recycle gas at all. Cumulative gas sales and oil 

production increase with gas production increased, but P90, P50 and P10 NPVs 

show different pattern due to costs and gas and oil prices. In this study, case #7, 

which shows the highest P90 NPV, is selected for further optimization 

considering low gas and oil prices and volatile economic environment. Figure 

4.10 and 4.11 show the result of the stochastic simulation runs for the case #7, 

which produces 400MMCFD of gas from year 7 to the end of the gas sales 

contract. Figure 4.10 demonstrates histograms of NPV, field oil production total 

and field gas sales total. NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show 

normal distribution while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. 

It can be interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales 

plateau. Figure 4.11 shows gas production rates, oil production rates and 

number of producers of 100 simulation results. Figure 4.11 (a) shows the 

uncertainty on the period of the gas production plateau. It can be seen that there 

is about 2,000 day-long difference on the period of plateau among simulation 

models. Figure 4.11 (b) shows the uncertainty on the oil production rate. The 

model which shows the highest oil production at the beginning of the full field 

development produces 50,000 bopd while the lowest shows 37,000 bopd. Oil 

rates vary from the beginning of the full field development while gas plateau is 

maintained by all simulation models. Changes on all the variables for the 

second stage optimization such as well locations, drilling sequence, completion 

interval, production rate and injection rate make the models perform differently. 
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The uncertainty on the number of producers is shown in figure 4.11 (c). Some 

models increase the number of producers from 4 to 7 at the beginning of the 

full field development while another model increases it from 4 to 17. It also 

shows the difference in drilling schedule. The stochastic simulation results 

provide the range of uncertainties and it can be also used as a decision factor. 

Stochastic simulation results for all nine cases are described in Appendix D. 

 

Table 4.1 Gas recycling scheme cases 

 Year 7 to 8 (MMCFD) Year 9 to 16 (MMCFD) 

Case # 
Gas 

sales 
Production Injection 

Gas 

sales 
Production Injection 

1 

200 

200 0 

300 

300 0 

2 200 0 400 100 

3 200 0 500 200 

4 300 100 300 0 

5 300 100 400 100 

6 300 100 500 200 

7 400 200 400 100 

8 400 200 500 200 

9 500 300 500 200 

 
 

Table 4.2 Design variables for full field development (summary) 

Variables # of variables Remark 

Drilling sequence 34 
Drilling priorities for 23 producers and 11 

injectors 

Producer location 46 i and j coordinates of 23 producers 

Injector location 16 
i and j coordinates of 11 injectors. Six wells 

vary its location to one direction only. 

Completion interval 13 

9 producers and 4 injectors pass both sand 

A and B in the base plan. Each well has 2 

completion options: sand B and sand A&B 

commingled. 

Dry gas injection 

rate 
13 

11 injectors plus 2 injectors converted from 

producers in Year 4 

Production rate 

limit 
23 

Initial production rate limits for 23 

producers 
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Table 4.3 Design variables for full field development – drilling sequence 

Variable Name Definition 

Range 
Step 

size 
Distribution 

Lower 
Start 

value 
Upper 

DRILPRI_INJ1 

Drilling 

priority 

among 

injectors 

35 44 45 

1 uniform 

DRILPRI_INJ2 35 45 45 

DRILPRI_INJ3 35 36 45 

DRILPRI_INJ4 35 42 45 

DRILPRI_INJ5 35 43 45 

DRILPRI_INJ6 35 35 45 

DRILPRI_INJ7 35 38 45 

DRILPRI_INJ8 35 37 45 

DRILPRI_INJ9 35 40 45 

DRILPRI_INJ10 35 41 45 

DRILPRI_INJ11 35 39 45 

DRILPRI_W01 

Drilling 

priority 

among 

producers 

to be 

drilled 

from 

WHP-A 

21 33 34 

1 uniform 

DRILPRI_W02 21 26 34 

DRILPRI_W03 21 29 34 

DRILPRI_W04 21 25 34 

DRILPRI_W05 21 32 34 

DRILPRI_W06 21 28 34 

DRILPRI_W07 21 34 34 

DRILPRI_W08 21 27 34 

DRILPRI_W09 21 23 34 

DRILPRI_W10 21 22 34 

DRILPRI_W11 21 24 34 

DRILPRI_W12 21 21 34 

DRILPRI_W13 

Drilling 

priority 

among 

producers 

to be 

drilled 

from 

WHP-B 

10 20 20 

1 uniform 

DRILPRI_W14 10 19 20 

DRILPRI_W15 10 15 20 

DRILPRI_W16 10 17 20 

DRILPRI_W17 10 14 20 

DRILPRI_W18 10 12 20 

DRILPRI_W19 10 13 20 

DRILPRI_W20 10 11 20 

DRILPRI_W21 10 16 20 

DRILPRI_W22 10 18 20 

DRILPRI_W23 10 10 20 
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Table 4.4 Design variables for full field development – producer location 

Variable Name Definition 
Range # of 

case 

# of 

combination Lower Upper 

W01_I Steps to I direction -3 +2 6 
18 

W01_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 

W02_I Steps to I direction -3 +3 7 
49 

W02_J Steps to J direction -3 +3 7 

W03_I Steps to I direction -1 +4 6 
18 

W03_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 

W04_I Steps to I direction -1 +4 6 
24 

W04_J Steps to J direction 0 +3 4 

W05_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
12 

W05_J Steps to J direction -1 +2 4 

W06_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
12 

W06_J Steps to J direction -2 +1 4 

W07_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
9 

W07_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 

W08_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
16 

W08_J Steps to J direction -2 +1 4 

W09_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
18 

W09_J Steps to J direction -3 +2 6 

W10_I Steps to I direction -2 +3 6 
36 

W10_J Steps to J direction -2 +3 6 

W11_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
56 

W11_J Steps to J direction -4 +9 14 

W12_I Steps to I direction -3 +2 6 
66 

W12_J Steps to J direction -1 +9 11 

W13_I Steps to I direction -1 +2 4 
20 

W13_J Steps to J direction -2 +2 5 

W14_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
20 

W14_J Steps to J direction -2 +2 5 

W15_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
16 

W15_J Steps to J direction -1 +2 4 

W16_I Steps to I direction -2 +2 5 
25 

W16_J Steps to J direction -2 +2 5 

W17_I Steps to I direction -2 +2 5 
20 

W17_J Steps to J direction -2 +1 4 

W18_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
28 

W18_J Steps to J direction -3 +3 7 

W19_I Steps to I direction -2 +2 5 
20 

W19_J Steps to J direction -1 +2 4 

W20_I Steps to I direction -2 +2 5 
15 

W20_J Steps to J direction -2 0 3 

W21_I Steps to I direction -2 +2 5 
25 

W21_J Steps to J direction -1 +3 5 

W22_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
20 

W22_J Steps to J direction -1 +3 5 

W23_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
12 

W23_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 
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Table 4.5 Design variables for full field development – injector location 

Variable Name Definition 
Range # of 

case 

# of 

combination Lower Upper 

INJ1_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
15 

INJ1_J Steps to J direction -2 +2 5 

INJ2_J Steps to J direction -7 +2 10 10 

INJ3_J Steps to J direction -1 +4 6 6 

INJ4_I Steps to I direction 0 +3 4 
12 

INJ4_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 

INJ5_J Steps to J direction -1 +1 3 3 

INJ6_J Steps to J direction -7 +5 13 13 

INJ7_J Steps to J direction -1 +4 6 6 

INJ8_I Steps to I direction -1 +1 3 
6 

INJ8_J Steps to J direction 0 +1 2 

INJ9_I Steps to I direction -1 +2 4 
8 

INJ9_J Steps to J direction 0 +1 2 

INJ10_I Steps to I direction -2 +1 4 
28 

INJ10_J Steps to J direction -5 +1 7 

INJ11_J Steps to J direction -6 +3 10 10 

 

 

Table 4.6 Design variables for full field development – completion 

interval 

Variable Name Definition Choice Remark 

INJ1_A 

whether to complete 

sand A or not 
(0 or 1) 

0: complete sand B only 

1: complete both sand A & B 

INJ5_A 

INJ6_A 

INJ10_A 

W02_A 

W03_A 

W04_A 

W16_A 

W17_A 

W18_A 

W20_A 

W21_A 

W23_A 
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Table 4.7 Design variables for full field development – dry gas injection 

rates  

Variable Name Definition 

Range 
Step 

size 
Distribution 

Lower 
Start 

value 
Upper 

INJ_RATE_INJ1 

Initial 

injection 

rate 

(MMCFD) 

40 80 100 5 uniform 

INJ_RATE_INJ2 

INJ_RATE_INJ3 

INJ_RATE_INJ4 

INJ_RATE_INJ5 

INJ_RATE_INJ6 

INJ_RATE_INJ7 

INJ_RATE_INJ8 

INJ_RATE_INJ9 

INJ_RATE_INJ10 

INJ_RATE_INJ11 

INJ_RATE_1P 
Injection 

rate for 

existing 2 

wells 

40 60 100 

5 uniform 
INJ_RATE_2P 40 80 100 
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Table 4.8 Design variables for full field development – production rate 

limits 

Variable Name Definition 

Range 
Step 

size 
Distribution 

Lower 
Start 

value 
Upper 

FLOWLIM_W01 

Initial 

production 

rate limit 

(MMCFD) 

7 30 100 

5 uniform 

FLOWLIM_W02 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W03 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W04 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W05 7 50 100 

FLOWLIM_W06 7 50 100 

FLOWLIM_W07 7 20 100 

FLOWLIM_W08 7 20 100 

FLOWLIM_W09 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W10 7 15 100 

FLOWLIM_W11 7 15 100 

FLOWLIM_W12 7 10 100 

FLOWLIM_W13 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W14 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W15 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W16 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W17 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W18 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W19 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W20 7 30 100 

FLOWLIM_W21 7 10 100 

FLOWLIM_W22 7 15 100 

FLOWLIM_W23 7 10 100 

 

 

Table 4.9 Monte-Carlo simulation results for gas recycling scheme 

selection 

 Average of the results from 100 simulation runs per each case 

(normalized to case 1) 

case NPV (P90) NPV (P50) NPV (P10) 
Cum. Gas 

sales 
Cum. oil 

1 1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  

2 1.057  1.042  1.048  1.010  1.089  

3 1.053  1.032  1.102  1.014  1.169  

4 0.958  1.008  1.052  1.000  1.026  

5 1.083  1.023  1.060  1.012  1.110  

6 0.942  1.065  1.061  1.013  1.186  

7 1.106  1.075  1.105  1.013  1.145  

8 0.997  1.086  1.087  1.015  1.211  

9 1.088  1.097  1.154  1.016  1.253  
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Figure 4.9 Areal Segmentation of the possible well locations 

(Red rectangular is the segment of the well. Each well’s location varies inside 

the segment where it belongs to. The shape and size of the segment are 

decided by its well type, productivity or injectivity index, drilling priority set 

in the base plan and geological information such as porosity/permeability 

maps and faults.) 
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Figure 4.10 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #7 (gas production: 400MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.)  
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Figure 4.11 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case #7 

(gas production: 400MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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4.3 Optimization of Full Field Development Plan 

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show simulation results during the optimization 

process, and the optimization results are plotted in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.19. 

Total 106 generations have been generated, and the optimum plan has been 

obtained from 96th generation. The plotted values are normalized to the base 

plan NPV and cumulative oil recovery. Showing that the highest oil recovery 

design is not matched to the highest NPV design, it is well noted that the highest 

NPV is obtained not only by maximizing oil recovery but also by optimizing 

investment amount and schedule such as number of wells and drilling schedule. 

Comparing to the base plan, 10% higher oil recovery and 11% to 15% higher 

NPVs are obtained by the optimization. 

Table 4.10 summarizes how the optimum plan has performed 

differently compared to the base plan. The optimum plan has produced 10% 

more oil while maintaining gas sales plateau, drilled three less producers and 

one more injector, and achieved 11% to 15% of incremental NPVs. It is notable 

that it has produced 10% more oil with 1% more produced gas. It is clear that 

sweep efficiency has significantly improved by optimizing well locations, 

drilling sequence, completion interval, production rates and injection rates. 

Figure 4.20 shows field scale comparisons between the base plan and 

the optimum plan. Both plans can maintain gas sales plateau for entire period, 

but the optimum plan can maintain gas production plateau, which is 400MCFD, 

a little bit longer than the base plan. The difference in plateau period has made 

1% difference in cumulative gas production amount. Oil rates and its 

cumulative amounts show big differences between two cases. The optimum 
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plan has produced more oil than the base plan during entire full field 

development period. The optimum plan can achieve this result with less wells. 

Cumulative drilling count chart shows that the optimum plan has drilled two 

wells less than the base plan, and it means that the optimum plan has developed 

the field much more efficiently than the base plan.  

Figure 4.21 shows the well locations and drilling sequence, and Figure 

4.22 shows drilling schedules of the base plan and the optimum plan. Well 

locations are optimized within the area set by areal segmentation, and the 

optimum plan has drilled one injector more and three producers less. The 

optimum plan has drilled two more wells at the beginning, but it has longer 

drilling holidays and less wells in total. 

The optimum plan has changed the well control settings for injectors 

and producers as well as the well locations and the drilling schedule. Figure 

4.23 shows the locations of the injectors, injection rate, target reservoirs and 

remaining vapor oil-gas ratio by the end of the simulation. Total injection rates 

for both cases are same, which is 200MMCFD, but the optimum plan has drilled 

one more injector at west side of the field. It is shown that the optimum plan 

has less oil-gas ratio at entire field, especially western area, at the end of the 

simulation. It is clear that it can achieve better drainage of oil by injecting dry 

gas to west side of the field. Table 4.11 summarizes the difference in producers. 

Completion intervals and initial production rates are also very different. Finally, 

Figure 4.24 and Table 4.12 show the cash flows of the base plan and the 

optimum plan. The optimum plan has higher revenue and lower CAPEX than 

the base plan. The revenues from oil sales for both plans have been set to zero 
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during last five years due to the expiration of the oil license. 

In order to see how the optimum plan performs under geological 

uncertainties, the optimum plan is simulated with additional 23 geological 

models, which were obtained during history matching. Figure 4.25 shows that 

the optimum plan can achieve higher NPV and oil production than base plan in 

all 24 geological models. However, it doesn’t mean that the optimum plan 

obtained from this study is the optimized solution for all history matched 

models. Each history matched model must have different optimized solution if 

it is fully optimized separately. 

The optimum plan is also simulated with the compositional model. 

Figure 4.26 shows that there is little difference between black oil model and 

compositional model. More details are described in Appendix E. 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.10 Simulation results of the base plan and the optimum plan 

(normalized to base plan) 

  Base plan Optimum plan 

Cumulative oil production (mmbbl) 1.000 1.096 

Cumulative gas production (bcf) 1.000 1.013 

Cumulative gas sales (bcf) 1.000 1.000 

# of drilling 
Producers 23 20 

Injectors 1 2 

NPV@10% 

Deterministic 1.000 1.136 

P90 1.000 1.148 

P50 1.000 1.126 

P10 1.000 1.107 
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Table 4.11 Completion intervals and production rate limit 

Well 

name 

Base plan Optimum plan 

Completed 

reservoir 

Initial 

production rate 

(MMCFD) 

Completed 

reservoir 

Initial production 

rate (MMCFD) 

W-01 A 30.0 A 48.3 

W-02 A, B 30.0 B 32.0 

W-03 A, B 30.0 A, B 12.8 

W-04 A, B 30.0 B 72.0 

W-05 B 50.0 B 42.0 

W-06 B 50.0 B 12.0 

W-07 B 20.0 B 94.2 

W-08 B 20.0 B 36.5 

W-09 B 30.0 B 66.3 

W-10 B 15.0 B 10.0 

W-11 B 15.0 B 17.0 

W-12 B 10.0 B 67.0 

W-13 B 30.0 B 79.0 

W-14 A, B 30.0 Not drilled - 

W-15 B 30.0 B 47.5 

W-16 B 30.0 B 59.4 

W-17 B 30.0 Not drilled - 

W-18 B 30.0 A, B 97.0 

W-19 B 30.0 Not drilled - 

W-20 B 10.0 A, B 62.6 

W-21 B 30.0 A, B 7.3 

W-22 B 15.0 B 30.0 

W-23 B 10.0 A, B 22.0 

 

 

Table 4.12 Summary of the cash flow for the base plan and the optimum 

plan 

 Base plan Optimum plan 

Revenue $7,686 MM $8,202 MM 

CAPEX $2,459 MM $2,379 MM 

OPEX $372 MM $377 MM 

Abandonment Cost $124 MM $121 MM 
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Figure 4.12 Simulation results during the optimization process: gas 

production rate, gas sales rate and gas injection rate 
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Figure 4.13 Simulation results during the optimization process: oil 

production rate, number of injectors and number of producers 
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Figure 4.14 Relative NPV (P50) to the base plan versus simulation 

sequence of the optimization 

(The evolution of the objective function value during the optimization 

procedure is shown. The optimum plan was obtained from 1,810th simulation, 

which was in 96th generation of the GA.) 

 

 

 
Figure 4.15 Relative NPV (P50) versus relative oil recovery to the base 

plan 

(The optimum plan can achieve 13% higher P50 NPV and 10% higher oil 

recovery than the base plan. The plan with the highest oil recovery doesn’t 

match with the plan with the highest NPV.) 
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Figure 4.16 Relative NPV (P90) to the base plan versus simulation 

sequence of the optimization 

(Calculated P90 NPVs during the optimization procedure are plotted. It shows 

wider range of distribution than P50 NPVs.)  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.17 Relative NPV (P90) versus relative oil recovery to the base 

plan 

(The optimum plan can achieve 15% higher P90 NPV and 10% higher oil 

recovery than the base plan. The plan with the highest oil recovery doesn’t 

match with the plan with the highest NPV.) 
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Figure 4.18 Relative NPV (P10) to the base plan versus simulation 

sequence of the optimization 

(Calculated P10 NPVs during the optimization procedure are plotted. It shows 

narrower range of distribution than P50 NPVs.)  

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Relative NPV (P10) versus relative oil recovery to the base 

plan 

(The optimum plan can achieve 11% higher P10 NPV and 10% higher oil 

recovery than the base plan. The plan with the highest oil recovery doesn’t 

match with the plan with the highest NPV.) 
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of the simulation results between the base plan 

and the optimum plan 

(The optimum plan maintains the gas production plateau longer and shows 

higher oil rate during the entire full field development period while drilling 

two wells less than the base plan.)  
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of the well locations and drilling sequence 

between the base plan and the optimum plan 

(The well locations of the optimum plan have been optimized within the area 

set by areal segmentation. Drilling sequence has been also optimized.) 
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of the drilling schedule between the base plan 

and the optimum plan 

(The optimum plan has drilled two more wells at the beginning, but it has 

longer drilling holidays and less wells in total.) 
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Figure 4.23 Vapor oil-gas ratio by the end of simulation and injectors’ 

locations and rates for the base plan and the optimum plan 

(The optimum plan has drilled one more injector at west side of the field. It is 

shown that the optimum plan has less oil-gas ratio at entire field, especially 

western area, at the end of the simulation. It has achieved better drainage of 

oil by injecting dry gas to west side of the field.) 
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Figure 4.24 Cash flow comparison between the base plan and the 

optimum plan 

(The optimum plan has higher revenue and lower CAPEX than the base plan. 

The revenues from oil sales for both plans have been set to zero during last 

five years due to the expiration of the oil license.)  
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Figure 4.25 Simulation results with 24 history-matched models for both 

the base plan and the optimum plan 

(The optimum plan shows higher NPVs and oil recoveries than the base plan 

for all the history-matched models.)  
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Figure 4.26 Simulation results of the optimum plan run by black-oil 

model and compositional model 

(Black-oil model performs similarly with compositional model in terms of gas 

production, oil production and reservoir pressure.)  
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4.4 Summary 

This study introduced a new methodology for optimizing full field development 

planning, which is stochastic sequential optimization. It increased the 

credibility of the first stage optimization result. Monte-Carlo simulation with 

the variables of the second stage optimization helped to avoid a wrong decision 

possibly caused by biased or improper design of the base plan. 

This study also presented a new method for defining well placement 

variables for optimization, which is Areal Segmentation, and it played a key 

role to reduce the number of simulation runs during the optimization procedure. 

Comparing to the previous field scale optimization studies, there was a 

significant drop of the total number of simulation runs until GA found out the 

optimized solution. 

Performing Monte-Carlo simulation with gas and oil prices provided 

valuable information for the management decision. Assessing economic 

uncertainties helped to select the gas recycling scheme with the highest P90 

NPV under unfavorable business environment, and avoided duplicating whole 

process by changing the price assumptions. 

This study utilized a black-oil simulation model to perform GA-based 

optimization for a gas condensate field. Differently than the previous study, its 

simulation result is verified with a compositional model before and after 

performing optimization, and the credibility of the optimization result is 

assured. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 

 

A reliable and efficient methodology for optimizing full field development plan 

has been developed and successfully applied to a gas condensate field in 

offshore Vietnam. The optimum plan was obtained by optimizing gas recycling 

scheme, locations and drilling sequence of 22 wells, completion intervals of 13 

wells, initial production rates of 20 producers and initial injection rates of 4 

injectors. Total 2,900 simulation runs have been required during the 

optimization procedure, and project NPV has increased by 11-15% along with 

10% incremental gain on cumulative oil production.  

Stochastic sequential optimization has helped to have higher 

credibility on the result of the first stage optimization by incorporating 

stochastic simulation runs with the variables of second stage optimization. Total 

900 simulation runs have been required to perform the stochastic analysis. 

Along with the stochastic analysis on the reservoir simulation, Monte-Carlo 

simulation with gas and oil prices has been performed for each simulation run, 

and it has provided valuable information for the economic uncertainties. As a 

result, stochastic sequential optimization has prevented a wrong result from the 

first stage optimization possibly caused by improper design of the base plan. 

Stochastic sequential optimization has been applied to gas condensate 

field in this study, and it can be extended to conventional gas or oil field. It can 

be stronger and easier to use when the number of variables for the first stage 

optimization is relatively small. Therefore, it is recommended to allocate less 

variables to the first stage optimization than the second stage. The number of 
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reservoir simulation runs for Monte-Carlo simulation is dependent on the 

number of variables for the second stage optimization, and it is required to run 

more simulations when it has more variables for the second stage. 

Areal Segmentation, which utilizes the well locations defined before 

the optimization, has made the optimization procedure run faster than previous 

studies by reducing number of required simulation runs while optimizing 

locations of individual wells. With 2,000 simulation runs, the optimum plan 

with meaningful gains on NPV and cumulative oil recovery has been obtained. 

Areal Segmentation can be a good method to define the optimization 

variables for well placement when it is required to optimize the locations of 

individual wells. It is expected that it can be applied to conventional gas or oil 

field too, but it is recommended to apply the method to the cases that the 

locations of the wells defined in the base plan have relatively low possibility to 

be totally opposite to the optimum locations. Extra caution should be exercised 

when the number of wells and/or aquifer information are highly uncertain. 

Optimizing well pattern and spacing instead of individual location can be an 

alternative method when reservoir properties are fairly homogeneous. 

The proposed methodology in this study can be applied to optimize 

not only full field development plan but also reservoir management plan, and it 

would be helpful to improve economics of many kinds of E&P projects under 

economic and geological uncertainties. Since required computing resources are 

reduced with improved reliability and efficiency of the optimization procedure, 

optimization works can be tried under limited computing resource environment. 
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Future works 

The following are recommendations for the future work on full field 

development optimization. 

(1) Adding well controls in more time steps or various well control triggers as 

optimization variables can be considered for more sophisticated optimization. 

Converting producers to injectors or vice versa can also be considered in case 

of gas recycling project. 

(2) CAPEX is one of the most significant uncertainties in full field development 

planning. It can be added to Monte-Carlo simulation as an uncertain parameter 

along with gas and oil prices. 

(3) Sensitivity analysis on the variables can be conducted before starting 

stochastic sequential optimization. It will give more robust backgrounds for 

allocating variables into optimization stages. 

(4) With enough computational resources, simulating all history matched 

models with each development scenario and generating probability distribution 

with the result can be considered for better optimization and better uncertainty 

assessment. 

(5) This study can be extended to unconventional resource development 

optimization. With proper geological model, many field development variables 

for unconventional resource such as well spacing, drilling sequence, lateral 

length, number of fracturing stages, amount of proppant, proppant size, amount 

of acid, amount of water and pumping schedule can be optimized.  
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Appendices  

A. Pseudo 15-component EOS model 

 

Table A.1 Component lumping 

Pseudo component name Components 

CO2 CO2 

N2 N2 

C1 C1 

C2 C2 

C3 C3 

I-C4 I-C4 

N-C4 N-C4 

I-C5 I-C5 

N-C5 N-C5 

C6 C6 

C7C8 C7, C8 

C9C11 C9, C10, C11 

C12C17 C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C17 

C18C35 
C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23, C24, C25, C26, 

C27, C28, C29, C30, C31, C32, C33, C34, C35 

C36+ C36+ 

 

 

Table A.2 EOS parameters 

Component 
Mol 

Wt 

TC 

(R) 

Pc 

(psia) 
AF 

Vol 

Tran 

Visc 

Zc 

Tb 

(F) 

Sp 

Gr 
Pchor 

CO2 44.01 547.42 1069.51 0.225 0.00191 0.27433 -126.88 0.76195 80 

N2 28.014 227.16 492.84 0.037 -0.1676 0.29178 -320.63 0.28339 59.1 

C1 16.043 343.01 667.03 0.011 -0.2249 0.2862 -258.87 0.14347 71 

C2 30.07 549.58 706.62 0.099 -0.0628 0.27924 -127.69 0.32977 111 

C3 44.097 665.69 616.12 0.152 -0.0638 0.2763 -43.992 0.50977 151 

I-C4 58.123 734.13 527.94 0.186 -0.062 0.28199 11.015 0.57044 188.8 

N-C4 58.123 765.22 550.56 0.2 -0.0539 0.27385 31.074 0.59054 191 

I-C5 72.15 828.7 490.37 0.229 -0.0565 0.27231 82.422 0.62951 227.4 

N-C5 72.15 845.46 488.78 0.252 -0.0293 0.26837 97.136 0.63585 231 

C6 86.074 930.7 475.28 0.25203 -0.0178 0.26853 154.917 0.70071 241.58 

C7C8 100.492 994.96 435.97 0.29103 0.00057 0.23251 209.547 0.73065 276.18 

C9C11 135.84 1119.88 354.72 0.39389 0.04749 0.23251 326.089 0.77365 361.01 

C12C17 199.087 1279.58 263.47 0.56656 0.11487 0.23251 490.888 0.81661 512.81 

C18C35 340.194 1496.41 172.67 0.89163 0.1808 0.23251 736.869 0.86987 851.46 

C36+ 588.479 1708.78 119.44 1.30735 1.17045 0.23251 987.13 0.91977 1447.35 
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Table A.3 EOS compositions 

Component 
Mole Fractions 

W-1X/2X W-3X W-4X 

CO2 0.000635 0.000461 0.001865 

N2 0.001164 0.000725 0.001302 

C1 0.709621 0.777204 0.716714 

C2 0.091531 0.071248 0.074929 

C3 0.053999 0.037071 0.041786 

I-C4 0.013485 0.007104 0.008083 

N-C4 0.021918 0.013742 0.016165 

I-C5 0.009339 0.005442 0.005247 

N-C5 0.010317 0.006239 0.006511 

C6 0.012645 0.007668 0.008478 

C7C8 0.03182 0.016874 0.02528 

C9C11 0.021382 0.018089 0.02441 

C12C17 0.014341 0.018683 0.029416 

C18C35 0.00724 0.018017 0.033156 

C36+ 0.000565 0.001432 0.006658 
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Figure A.1 EOS model predictions (1) 
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Figure A.2 EOS model prediction (2) 
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Figure A.3 EOS model prediction (3) 
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Figure A.4 EOS model prediction (4) 
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Figure A.5 EOS model prediction (5) 
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Figure A.6 EOS model prediction (6) 
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Figure A.7 EOS model prediction (7) 
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Figure A.8 EOS model prediction (8) 
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B. History Matching 

The field has production history data from three wells, which are ST-1P, ST-2P 

and ST-4P. Figure B.1 shows historical gas production rate and bottomhole 

pressure of the wells. While ST-1P and 2P have enough historical data, ST-4P 

has data for only 22 days. No well has water production record. 

Figure 3.2 shows the flow diagram of the assisted history matching 

carried out in this study. First of all, the objective function for the history 

matching is defined as Eq. B.1. 

       Objective Function(k, φ, … ) = ∑ ∑ ωi ∙
(Yi,j

calc−Yi,j
obs)

2

σi,j
2ji        (B.1) 

 where, Yi,j
calc

 is simulated value of ith well at jth time step, Yi,j
obs

 is observed 

value, ωi is weight factor of ith well and σi,j
2  is variance of ith well at jth time 

step. σi,j
2  is applied to normalize the impacts on the objective function from 

different wells. Since there is no water production history and PVT table 

governs oil production, only bottomhole pressure of the wells is used for 

matching objective. 

 Uncertainty parameters for history matching is defined by running 

sensitivity analysis. Initial parameters for sensitivity analysis are defined as 

Table B.1. One variable at a time (OVAT) has been utilized for the sensitivity 

study, and from the tornado charts shown in Figure B.2 to Figure B.5, nine 

parameters are selected for optimizing history matching. 

 GA is applied to minimize the objective function value, and Figure 

B.6 shows simulation results during the optimization procedure. Total 24 

history-matched models are selected by applying filters for mismatching value 
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of ST-1P, 2P and 4P, and Figure B.7 shows history matching results of the 

selected models. The best model, which shows the minimum mismatching 

value, is selected to be used for full field development optimization, and 

remaining 23 models are used later for verification purposes. 
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Table B.1 Uncertainty parameters for sensitivity analysis 

Parameter Name Definition 
Range Optimization 

parameter Lower Upper 

A_CREST_1P_1_PERM

XY 

Permeability 

multiplier 
0.150 0.300 YES 

A_CREST_1P_1_PERM

Z 

Permeability 

multiplier 
0.100 0.400 NO 

A_CREST_1P_2_PERM

XY 

Permeability 

multiplier 
0.128 0.192 NO 

A_CREST_1P_2_PERM

Z 

Permeability 

multiplier 
0.100 0.400 NO 

B_MAIN_1P_PERMXY 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.050 0.300 YES 

B_MAIN_1P_PERMZ 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.050 0.500 YES 

B_MAIN_2P_PERMXY 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.100 0.600 YES 

B_MAIN_2P_PERMZ 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.100 0.600 YES 

B_MAIN_3X_PERMXY 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.010 0.100 YES 

B_MAIN_3X_PERMZ 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.010 0.500 NO 

B_MAIN_4P_PERMXY 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.010 0.100 YES 

B_MAIN_4P_PERMZ 
Permeability 

multiplier 
0.010 0.500 YES 

MULTFLT_F021_1 
Fault 

transmissibility  
0.000 1.000 NO 

MULTFLT_F027 
Fault 

transmissibility 
0.000 1.000 YES 

MULTFLT_FAFS1 
Fault 

transmissibility 
0.000 1.000 NO 

MULTFLT_FM3 
Fault 

transmissibility 
0.000 1.000 NO 

MULTFLT_FME1 
Fault 

transmissibility 
0.000 1.000 NO 

WDFAC_ST_1P 
Non-Darcy 

skins 
1.0E-04 5.0E-04 NO 

WDFAC_ST_2P 
Non-Darcy 

skins 
1.0E-04 5.0E-04 NO 

WDFAC_ST_3P 
Non-Darcy 

skins 
5.0E-05 2.5E-04 NO 

WDFAC_ST_4P 
Non-Darcy 

skins 
5.0E-05 2.5E-04 NO 
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Figure B.1 Production history of ST-1P, 2P and 4P 

(While ST-1P and 2P have enough historical data, ST-4P has data for only 22 

days. No well has water production record.) 
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Figure B.2 Sensitivity analysis result – Variables affecting mismatch of 

ST-1P history 

(Areal permeability multipliers of B sand near ST-1P are the most sensitive 

variables of ST-1P history matching.)  
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Figure B.3 Sensitivity analysis result – Variables affecting mismatch of 

ST-2P history 

(Areal permeability multipliers of B sand near ST-2P are the most sensitive 

variables of ST-2P history matching.) 
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Figure B.4 Sensitivity analysis result – Variables affecting mismatch of 

ST-4P history 

(Areal permeability multipliers of B sand near ST-4P are the most sensitive 

variables of ST-4P history matching.) 
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Figure B.5 Sensitivity analysis result – Variables affecting the global 

mismatch of ST-1P, ST-2P and ST-4P 

(Areal permeability multipliers of B sand near ST-2P are the most sensitive 

variables of gross history matching.) 
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Figure B.6 Simulation results during history matching 

(ST-1P and 4P show wide range of mismatching during history matching 

while ST-2P has relatively small mismatches.) 
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Figure B.7 Selected history-matched models 

(Total 24 simulation models were obtained after applying filters to all three 

wells. The best model, which shows the minimum mismatching value, is 

selected to be used for full field development optimization, and remaining 23 

models are used later for verification purposes.)  
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C. Verification of Black Oil Model (Base Plan) 

This section describes detail comparisons of simulation results between black-

oil model and compositional model for the base plan. Solid line is for black-oil 

model and dotted line for compositional model. Figure C.1 shows comparison 

of simulation run time, field gas injection rate, field gas sales rate and field oil-

gas ratio. Both models perform similarly except simulation time, which shows 

compositional model requires 30 times more than black-oil model.  

Figure C.2 to C.7 show gas and oil production rate and their 

cumulative amount by each infill producer. Most wells show similar behaviors 

in both models. There are some wells with different start time between black-

oil model and compositional model, but their decline shapes of the curves are 

very similar. 

Figure C.8 shows bottomhole pressure, gas injection rate and its 

cumulative amount of each injector. Two models show different behavior at the 

end of the simulation period, but it is because both models forecast slightly 

different in maintaining field total gas production rate. Compositional model 

predicts maintaining field total gas production plateau until the end of 

simulation period while black-oil model predicts the plateau cannot be 

maintained until the end of period. In order to maintain gas sales plateau, 

injectors in black-oil model reduce their injection rate at the end of period. 

Overall, both models show similar injectors’ behaviors. 
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Figure C.1 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: simulation 

time, field gas injection rate, field gas sales rate, field oil-gas ratio and field 

water cut 
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Figure C.2 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-01, W-02, W-03 and W-04 
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Figure C.3 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-05, W-06, W-07 and W-08 
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Figure C.4 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-09, W-10, W-11 and W-12 
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Figure C.5 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-13, W-14, W-15 and W-16 
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Figure C.6 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-17, W-18, W-19 and W-20 
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Figure C.7 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas production 

rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and cumulative oil 

production amount of W-21, W-22 and W-23 
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Figure C.8 Base plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: bottomhole 

pressure, gas injection rate and its cumulative amount of injectors (1P, 2P and 

INJ-3) 
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D. Stochastic Simulations for Selecting Gas Recycling 

Scheme 

This section describes detail results of the stochastic simulation runs for 

selecting gas recycling scheme. Figure D.1 to Figure D.18 show simulation 

results of all nine cases of gas recycling scheme. Each case has 100 different 

simulation results. Each figure demonstrates histograms of NPV, field oil 

production total and field gas sales total along with gas production rates, oil 

production rates and number of producers of 100 simulation results. While most 

cases show normal distribution of NPV and field oil production total, field gas 

sales total shows biased distribution to right in its histogram, which means 

fulfilling contracted gas sales in most simulation results. However, it can be 

seen that case #1 and #4, which do not have gas injection from year 9 to year 

16, have higher probability to fail to maintain the gas sales plateau. These 

figures also show the ranges of uncertainties in number of wells, drilling 

schedule and oil and gas rates. 
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Figure D.1 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #1 (gas production: 200MMCFD  300MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. However, it can 

be interpreted as many of 100 simulation runs do not fulfill contracted gas 

sales plateau.)  
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Figure D.2 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case #1 

(gas production: 200MMCFD  300MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.3 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #2 (gas production: 200MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.)  
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Figure D.4 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case #2 

(gas production: 200MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.5 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #3 (gas production: 200MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.6 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case #3 

(gas production: 200MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.) 
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Figure D.7 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #4 (gas production: 300MMCFD  300MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. However, it can 

be interpreted as many of 100 simulation runs do not fulfill contracted gas 

sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.8 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case #4 

(gas production: 300MMCFD  300MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.9 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #5 (gas production: 300MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.)  
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Figure D.10 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case 

#5 (gas production: 300MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.11 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #6 (gas production: 300MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.12 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case 

#6 (gas production: 300MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.13 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #7 (gas production: 400MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.14 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case 

#7 (gas production: 400MMCFD  400MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.15 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #8 (gas production: 400MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.16 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case 

#8 (gas production: 400MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.)  
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Figure D.17 Histograms of stochastic simulation - gas recycling scheme - 

case #9 (gas production: 500MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(NPV and cumulative oil production histograms show normal distribution 

while cumulative gas sales is biased to right in its histogram. It can be 

interpreted as most of 100 simulation runs fulfill contracted gas sales plateau.) 
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Figure D.18 Stochastic simulation results - gas recycling scheme - case 

#9 (gas production: 500MMCFD  500MMCFD) 

(Uncertainties on the period of gas production plateau, oil production rate, 

number of wells and drilling sequence are shown.) 
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E. Verification of Black Oil Model (Optimum plan)

This section describes detail comparisons of simulation results between black-

oil model and compositional model for the optimum plan. Solid line is for 

black-oil model and dotted line for compositional model. Figure E.1 shows 

comparison of simulation run time, field gas injection rate, field gas sales rate 

and field oil-gas ratio. As the base plan comparison, compositional model 

requires 30 times more than black-oil model to complete simulation run. 

Compositional model predicts water breakthrough earlier than black-oil model, 

but it doesn’t create any differences on gas and/or oil productivity. 

Figure E.2 to E.7 show gas and oil production rate and their 

cumulative amount by each infill producer. W-14, W-17 and W-19 are not 

producing because they were eliminated from drilling que during optimization 

procedure. Most wells show similar behaviors in both models. There are some 

wells with different start time between black-oil model and compositional 

model, but their decline shapes of the curves are very similar. 

Figure E.8 shows bottomhole pressure, gas injection rate and its 

cumulative amount of each injector. Two models show different behavior at the 

end of the simulation period, but it is because both models forecast slightly 

different in maintaining field total gas production rate. Compositional model 

predicts maintaining field total gas production plateau until the end of 

simulation period while black-oil model predicts the plateau cannot be 

maintained until the end of period. In order to maintain gas sales plateau, 

injectors in black-oil model reduce their injection rate at the end of period. 

Overall, both models show similar injectors’ behaviors. 
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Figure E.1 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: simulation 

time, field gas injection rate, field gas sales rate, field oil-gas ratio and field 

water cut 
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Figure E.2 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-01, W-02, W-03 and W-04 
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Figure E.3 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-05, W-06, W-07 and W-08 
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Figure E.4 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-09, W-10, W-11 and W-12 
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Figure E.5 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-13, W-14, W-15 and W-16 
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Figure E.6 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-17, W-18, W-19 and W-20 
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Figure E.7 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: gas 

production rate, cumulative gas production amount, oil production rate and 

cumulative oil production amount of W-21, W-22 and W-23 
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Figure E.8 Optimum plan - Black oil vs. compositional model: 

bottomhole pressure, gas injection rate and its cumulative amount of injectors 

(1P, 2P, INJ-5 and INJ-12) 
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요약 (국문초록) 

이 연구는 지역분할기법과 추계학적 순차 최적화를 이용한 필드

전체 개발 계획 최적화를 위한 새로운 방법론을 제시한다. 기존에 

수행되어 온 필드 개발 계획 최적화 연구들은 유정의 위치를 

최적화 하기 위해 매우 많은 횟수의 저류층 시뮬레이션이 요구되며, 

순차 최적화를 사용한 몇 몇의 연구는 1차 최적화 결과의 신뢰도에 

문제가 있음이 보고되었다. 

지역분할기법은 최적화 수행 전 기 정의된 유정의 위치 

정보를 개별 유정의 위치 최적화에 활용함으로써 최적화 과정에 

소요되는 저류층 시뮬레이션 횟수를 크게 줄여 최적화 효율을 

향상시킨다. 추계학적 순차 최적화는 1차 최적화 수행 시 2차 

최적화에 사용될 변수들을 활용하여 몬테카를로 시뮬레이션을 

수행함으로써 편향된 2차 최적화 변수의 초기값으로 인해 발생할 

수 있는 잘못된 1차 최적화 결과 선택의 오류를 방지한다. 이 

연구는 지역분할기법과 추계학적 순차 최적화를 기존의 일반적인 

유전알고리즘과 결합하여 전체 필드 개발 계획을 최적화 한다. 

베트남 해상에 위치한 실제 가스컨덴세이트 필드를 

대상으로 이 연구의 방법론을 적용하여 그 효과를 확인하였다. 

추계학적 순차 최적화는 경제적 불확실성 하에서 신뢰도 높은 1차 

최적화 결정을 가능하게 하였으며, 지역분할기법은 최적화 과정 
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전반에 요구되는 저류층 시뮬레이션 횟수를 크게 감소시켰음이 

확인되었다. 이를 통해 최적화 수행 전과 비교 시 전체 원유 

생산량은 10% 증가하였으며, 프로젝트의 NPV (순현재가치)는 

11-15% 증가하였다. 

본 연구에서 제안된 방법론은 전체 필드 개발 최적화뿐만 

아니라 저류층 운영 계획 최적화에도 적용될 수 있으며, 이를 통해 

불확실성이 존재하는 다양한 종류의 석유 가스 프로젝트의 

경제성을 향상시킬 수 있다. 또한, 최적화 과정에서 요구되는 

시뮬레이션 횟수를 줄임으로써 가용 연산 자원이 제약된 

환경에서도 복잡한 필드의 개발 최적화를 가능하게 할 것이다. 

  

주요어:  추계학적 순차 최적화, 필드 개발 최적화, 지역분할기법, 

유전알고리즘, 가스 컨덴세이트, 경제적 불확실성 
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